Further evidence for a reversed crossing of foveal projections in schizophrenic vulnerability.
Further evidence in support of the thesis developed in a previous article published in Medical Hypotheses (Sept. 2000) proposing that schizophrenic vulnerability might consist of the temporal instead of the nasal foveal projections crossing over in the chiasma opticum has been provided by an experiment in which pinholes are used to isolate foveally stimulated from peripherally stimulated vergence. By shifting the pinholes inwards or outwards a dilemma is created regarding the fusion of the edges of the two pinholes or of a single diode light seen at the inner or outer edges of the pinholes. It was revealed that schizophrenic patients never solved the dilemma in favour of what was represented on the temporal foveal halves while this was always the case in the control group. At best, the patients fusioned neither the diode light nor the pinhole edges but saw both double. An explanation is given as to how this disturbance might be based on the interchange of nasal and temporal foveal projections and might lead to the dissociation of the visual goals of the two eyes, as shown in a previous test. The cause of markers of schizophrenic vulnerability mentioned in literature, in particular saccaded SPEM, P50 response and hyperdopaminergia, is related to such an interchange and suggestions are made for further experiments. Finally, the difficulty of schizophrenic patients to distinguish between reality and illusion is attributed to a disconnection of spatial and object perception.